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Hayley DiMarco knows that teens are hungry for God's Word. They want to know what God has to

say to them and how they can apply his truth to their lives. But there are just not many

teen-centered Bible study materials out there that connect. Hungry Planet to the rescue! Combining

unique packaging with honest, teen-focused content, these Hungry Planet Bible studies are what

teens, parents, and youth pastors have been waiting for.In each volume, Hayley leads teens in an

inductive Bible study in order to get the most out of the Scriptures. The studies are topic-driven--with

volumes on mean girls, dating, modesty, and purity--so they speak to teens at a felt-need level. Now

available in trade paper.
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Excerpt Figuring out what is mean is a tricky job. Each person might have a different take on it. And

some nice things you say can be taken as mean from the person you say them to. So what's the

deal, is there a good definition of mean? A good way to judge for yourself if what you are about to

do or say is mean? Or is mean a moving target that changes with people's perspective and/or

emotion? Thank God for ultimate truth. In God's Word we can find the ultimate answers about what

we should and shouldn't do to one another. So instead of trying to guess at what we think, let's have

a look at the final authority on mean. The Bible is an instruction book that tells us how to live. It tells

us about our God, what he loves and what he hates. As a believer it's important to know both things.



To better understand mean and how to remove it from your life it's important to understand the

things that God hates. Your hate list might just be a pet peeve list. In other words, a list of stuff that

makes you crazy. But on God's hate list are things that are damaging not only to others but to the

soul of the person who does them. His hate list is a sin list. The things that God hates are things that

are not only mean but should be off limits to those who confess to follow Jesus. Let's open up those

Bibles and have a look at what God says is too mean for his children. First Peter 3:8-9 - In the

version below circle the word don't every time you see it and then underline the rest of the sentence

after it. "Finally, all of you should be of one mind, full of sympathy toward each other, loving one

another with tender hearts and humble minds. Don't repay evil for evil. Don't retaliate when people

say unkind things about you. Instead, pay them back with a blessing. That's what God wants you to

do, and he will bless you for it" (NLT). Now, read it again and double underline all the things you

should do. (You should find four things you should do.) --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

Hot, hot, hot! How hot is too hot when it comes to dressing sexy? What does God think about your

wardrobe? This Pocket Bible Study & Journal lets you feed yourself the answers to these tough

questions. Hotness will show you how to Ã¢â‚¬Â¢be cool and creative in your fashion choices

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢survive in a clothing-obsessed world Ã¢â‚¬Â¢inspire other girls to take an honest look at

how they dress Wanna learn how to look cute and still honor God? Grab a girlfriend or two--or

five--and share some PB&J with them. Watch Hayley introduce each week of the study at

www.hungryplanet.tv! Hungry Planet and PB&J--feeding your appetite for truth. --This text refers to

an alternate Paperback edition.

I loved this book, my Sunday school class and my Purity class has really enjoyed our discussions. I

am hoping this book with help my girls discover they are beautiful in their own eyes, just like they

are in God's eyes.

This book normalizes the rape culture that women are fighting against. It describes men as "visual

creatures" and a direct quote of "your cute little body can help lead them to sin". Stop teaching this

to Young girls. Stop blaming victims. Stop giving excuses to the "visual creatures that just can't

seem to help themselves" I am disgusted that a woman wrote this book aimed towards young girls.

"Every girl needs to remember her role of how her bod makes me act and feel". Screw off.



did this with a group of 7th and 8th graders. they LOVED IT...we started with mean girls, did this one

and we're on to dating. only thing you should know is that a lot of the vocabulary in the scriptures is

a little above their heads, so the ideal age for this series i would peg at 9th/10th grade? but i

wouldn't let that stop you using it with 7th and 8th graders...you'll just have to do more explaining.
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